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The secret of change
is to focus all of your
energy not on fighting
the

old,

but

on

building the new.
Socrates
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Message from our CEO
As winter comes to an end and spring is ushered in, a new
season begins, with new challenges, but more importantly,
it brings new opportunities and new beginnings. It is time
for us, as an industry, to embrace the changes that come
with new beginnings.
This new season promises to bring in new opportunities for
collaboration. Our diaries are filling up as we plan our
engagements with both private and public stakeholders, as
we continue to advocate for better trading conditions, and
move towards stitching together our supply chain.
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Cargo
Movement
Report

Update for 2 September

In the last month, SAAFF celebrated authoring 100 editions of the weekly
"Cargo Movement Update" under the leadership of BUSA. With the
initiative started in the depths of the lockdown, we have come a far way to
provide vital weekly information on trade moving in and out of South
Africa. Indeed, feedback indicates that more 2 000 individuals receive the
weekly copy, which testifies to the important resource it has become.
In the latest edition, which is the 103rd of its kind, the key message
revolves around seamlessly integrating the various transport modalities to
satisfy South Africa's high freight demand.

Air freight
South Africa's international air
cargo volume increased somewhat
this week ( 6%) but remains below
trend lines due to a drop in import
demand. Domestic cargo also
increased – by
4% – compared
with the previous week.
Internationally, weakening air
cargo demand amid continued
record inventory levels seemingly
drives rates further down. Further
developments included (1) pilot
strikes in Germany, (2) ITA Airways
take-over by Delta and AF-KLM, and
(3) more ventures by ocean carriers
into the air space.
SAAFF also continues to advocate
for a tight linkage between air
modality and SEZ at OR Tambo and
Dube Port.

↑

↑

Road freight and
trucking update
Domestically:
TPT
continued
to
implement the four-hour review period
for slot allocations this week while the
incidence of cancelled and wasted slots
remained high.
Internationally: Cross-border transit
times for our borders averaged 19 hours
( 12% w/w) this week, as delays
continued at several SADC border posts,
notably
Dedza,
Kopfontein,
Kasumbalesa, Lebombo, and Trans
Kalahari.
Apart from regional cross-border delays,
additional
developments
of
note
included (1) protests en route to
Skilpadshek,
(2) delays at Beitbridge and Asycuda
downtime, and
(3) new ZIMRA Commissioner General.

↑

Port updates and the container industry
The port of Durban suffered the most from the poor weather, and
extensive hours were lost due to strong winds, which added to the
backlogs and congestion already experienced.
In Cape Town, NAVIS system downtime was reported on two separate
occasions during the week for an approximate period exceeding one
hour, while inaccurate vessel size calculations caused further delays.
Internationally, the capacity shortage in the global container industry
will not be solved by the added non-cellular capacity, despite the
massive increase in the sector. Despite the current state, the industry
will likely be over-supplied within the next couple of years as new
vessels continue to enter service. Analysis from HSBC predicts that
capacity will increase by 6,2% in 2022, 6,5% in 2023 and 8% in
2024.

↑

↑

↑

Freight rates are plunging further as carriers' outlook appears less
optimistic due to a mismatch between container growth and the
supply of new vessels. However, the stabilisation of the market can
be seen in the throughput levels. Consequently, the sector is set to
bottom out in 2024, noting that its forecasts were well below the
consensus for 2023-24.
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An update on some developments at
South African Ports
Transnet Freight Rail
The April floods in Durban caused mudslides that lead to the
complete closure of the rail line between Durban and Cato
Ridge. The first line was repaired and returned to
operations, albeit at a reduced capacity in August. The
volumes of rail moved out of Durban Port is showing
continuous improvements, though nowhere near the
needed volumes to alleviate congestion within and around
the port. There are currently running approximately 5 trains
each way per day. The second line is estimated to return to
operation towards mid or end of September. In addition to
the reopening of the Durban-Cato Ridge line, there is not yet
an estimated time of return for the Durban-Johannesburg
line that was closed due to a derailment at Balgowen.

KwaZulu Natal Updates
Durban
Container Terminal
DCT has been plagued by poor weather conditions over the past
few weeks, but more than that, Pier 2 has been experiencing
equipment issues, with a large number of cranes experiencing
challenges due to the fact that the cranes on the quayside are
well past their life cycle. It has also been decided that the plan to
reduce the number of free days on containers being imported
through Pier 2, will be revisited in October, in large part due to
the outcry from industry stakeholders, including SAAFF.
Furthermore, following engagements with Transnet, there was a
decision to return to the four hourly reviews of booking slots on
the Navis system, as it caused a number of delays on the trucking
side. Some positive news was that the Nationwide strike had a
smaller than anticipated impact on the entire Durban Port, with
only Pier 2 reporting stay-aways of around 50% for the morning
shift.
In an attempt to address some of the congestion experienced at
the container terminals, Berth 108 has opted to reintroduce
haulier operations starting in September. This will run in
conjunction with straddle carriers but will alleviate some of the
pressure on the split between landside and waterside operations.
RoRo
Over the past few weeks the RoRo terminal experienced high
volumes, with a stack occupancy reaching over 100%, however,
with some planning and industry engagement, occupancy levels
swiftly returned to normal.
TNPA updates
The helicopter in Durban is still only operating during the day,
while the helicopter in Richards Bay has been operating night
shifts. TNPA in Durban is in the process of locating and training
pilots that are able to fly the helicopter at night.

Western Cape updates
Cape Town Container Terminal
The first set of shore tensioners that were
deployed at CTCT earlier this year, have been
working quite well, reducing vessel ranging and
improving working hours amidst adverse weather
conditions. To this end, stakeholders and port
users are anxiously awaiting the arrival of a
second set of shore tensioners destined for Cape
Town. The official estimated time of arrival was
communicated as 10 September, however, some
delays are expected.
Following the congestion experienced in the first
half of the year, in part due to CTCT's decision to
shift to a two berth operation, industry reports
that the resumed three-berth operation has
alleviated congestion experienced by vessels
waiting at anchorage. There is however still some
room for improvement as CTCT does not quite
have the necessary number of cranes operational
to operate three berths efficiently.
Cape Town Multi Purpose Terminal
Over the past month Cape Town MPT has
experienced exceptionally quiet spells, with only a
hand full of vessels visiting the terminal, both bulk
and container wise. Transnet has communicated
with stakeholders that the decision for a number
of vessels to bypass the terminal, and Cape Town
as a whole was purely a commercial decision, and
not a reflection on terminal or port performance,
however, some stakeholders are not convinced.

Eastern Cape Updates
Ngqura
The Ngqura Container Terminal is anticipated
to receive a set of Shore Tensioners along
with the set being delivered to Cape Town as
reported above. NCT continues as a two
berth operation, with dredging taking place at
the third berth, although it is not yet clear
whether the terminal will return to a three
beth operation once the dredging is
complete. Over the past few weeks, the port
has been experiencing delays due to weather
conditions.
Gqeberha
Although the port experienced some weather
delays operations at the terminal remain
quiet, with minimal issues and delays.
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Progress in the South African Logistics Space
SAAFF commends Transnet's
PSP announcement
As recently shared in the news, Transnet has
announced a shortlist of private sector respondents
for participation in its infrastructure development
programme to upgrade Durban Pier 2 and Ngqura
Container Terminals.
SAAFF commends Transnet's announcement, as it
appears as if the many calls for this to happen have
finally been noticed. However, SAAFF again
emphasises that private-sector participation (PSP) is
a necessary evolution required to kickstart our
maritime economy. Transnet must revolutionise;
otherwise, South Africa will continue to lose out to
regional competitors, continuing and accelerating
the trend seen in the last decade. Ultimately, the
trade and logistics industry – and the South African
economy as a whole – cannot afford the ongoing
losses to our counterparts to continue.
South Africa needs a thriving trading environment to
accelerate economic growth and development and
elevate our international standing from the
regrettable lows in the last few years. PSP in our
container industries will undoubtedly boost the
environment.

Logistics need collaboration from
all South African stakeholders to
avoid a system's collapse
Several news outlets have provided some dim reading on
the state of the logistics system in South Africa. Although
narrative typically follows a negative path, SAAFF
members and other role players within the network are
better equipped to provide feedback on the commercial
realities faced daily. It is worth reiterating that the entire
logistics network occurs on a shared infrastructure with
shared responsibilities from all role players. Furthermore,
since a logistics network is interconnected and
interlinked, a bottleneck in one area will likely have a
ripple effect in other areas.
South Africa has been amid an extended period of
infrastructure challenges, perhaps none more so than
with rail cargo. This failure has resulted in substantial
volumes of "rail-friendly" cargo being transported on the
road, putting additional pressure on the road freight
industry and the accompanying infrastructure.
Although there need to be concerted efforts to increase
rail transport share noticeably by allowing third-party
access, there won't be a noticeable effect with the current
restrictive
and
one-sided
conditions.
Improved
collaboration must occur to share the infrastructure since
our freight demand is significantly high. Therefore, we
need all modalities to perform at the optimal level.

SAAFF is advocating for:

A logistics indicator, which will work in cooperation with a Trade Facilitation Barometer. All of this has the potential to
create GDP growth.
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Major supply chain disruptions persist what is the impact on South Africa?
Time and cost remain the most important considerations for
our industry, closely spotlighting the current decreasing
freight rates. Spot rates are currently trending around $6 000
per 40ft container – much less than the peak of $10 400
around September last year. Nevertheless, we are still far from
the $1 600 pre-pandemic rates. The cost of shipping goods has
moderated substantially; however, we will see a new normal.
Internationally, several factors are driving longer freight times,
including port congestion at major international hubs (China,
US West & East Coast, Northern Europe), poor scheduling
reliability, and reduced efficiency due to a reduction in staffing
(coupled with increased demand) resultant from COVID.
However, the situation has improved – demand is no longer
the leading cause of the delays, as capacity and demand have
been much closer than ever since the pandemic.

What is SAAFF advocating for?
SAAFF is continuously advocating on behalf of private sector to
ensure that the needs of the industry are considered and addressed.
To this end, the below gives an overview of the key points SAAFF are
advocating for during engagements with Transnet and other
government officials in relation specifically to South Africa's ports:
Unlocking demonstrated capacity: Our ports are not running at
their full capacity, and for South Africa to remain the gateway to
Africa, it is crucial to improve our current operational capacity.
Port competition: South African ports need inter- and intra-port
competition, to ensure that the demonstrated capacity is met,
and to improve inefficiencies.
Road haulage: there needs to be a port haul, with improved
infrastructure especially around Bayhead road (at the Port of
Durban). Trucking is a crucial point as there needs to be a fluid
ratio within the port, however, due to the fact that Transnet has a
contractual obligation to shipping lines, the truckers often fall by
the wayside. There also needs to be a linkage between domestic
and regional trucking movements.
Big data analytics: Using big data analytics to paint "one picture
of the truth". Data analysis allows us to identify specific issues,
verify reports, and highlight trends that could explain and
influence certain behaviours.
Third-Party Rail Access: There needs to be a workable model,
with a clear and competitive structure.
PSP Model: Private sector has the recourses, ability, and
willingness to assist in improving efficiencies, however, the
current model does not allow for assistance from external parties.
Multi-modal underwriter
Ocean-freight workstream: In response to the issues being
raised, SAAFF is in the process of establishing a workstream that
focuses specifically on ocean freight across all chapters, to better
address the needs of our members.
Skills gap: When looking at South Africa's logistics industry, there
is a skills gap, which SAAFF is working on closing.
Shared infrastructure: Working together to improve
infrastructure that is used by all stakeholders in the supply chain.

The impact has been felt on SA's trade. Incidentally,
although
South
Africa
has
enjoyed
an
unprecedented positive trade balance since the
pandemic, the lead times have increased, which puts
additional pressure on critical industries, such as
citrus, table grape, and other perishable exports.
Although we see continued industry moderation to
conditions closer to normal, the best guestimates
are for international supply chains to moderate
around the end of 2023, hopefully, sooner.
Nevertheless, these conditions depend on potential
aggravating circumstances, such as oil prices, war,
port shutdowns and strikes, further congestion, and
carrier behaviour. Collectively, we are monitoring the
situation closely.

Cross-Border road freight
updates
Botswana
Groblersbrug recorded an overall decrease in
traffic of 12%.
Zimbabwe
Beitbridge Border Post showed an increase in
traffic both Northbound and Southbound, with
an overall increase of 37% from July.
Ongoing fule issues in Zimbabwe continue to
influence the traffic flow through Chirundu, with
the dipping of tankers continuing. This is
increasing waiting times, with queues averaging
at around 4km, with an average of 6 hours
needed to clear 1km of traffic.
Mozambique
Lebombo Border Post recorded somewhat
lower, but still an increase in both North and
Southbound traffic of around 3%.
Zimbabwe-Mozambique
Forbes/Machipanda border has been greenlit
for 24-hour operations starting from December
2022, which is anticipated to significantly
alleviate congestion at the border post.
Furthermore, Zimbabwe has opted to lift the
ban on the movement of abnormal vehicles and
loads over weekends and public holidays with
immediate effect.
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WCO ESA RPSG Updates
East and Southern Africa Situation Report
Q2 2022
The Regional Private Sector Group (RPSG) recently
published their 12th "COVID-19 Situation Report", which
provides a brief overview of the state of trade for the 24
countries in the East and Southern Africa (ESA) region.
The report provided an update on (1) Africa's economic
outlook for 2022, (2) COVID-19 vaccines and infections, (3)
an impact on trade (including services, merchandise,
ocean, air, and road), and also (4) economic recovery
recommendations.
Growth for the African continent is predicted to stabilise
at 4,7% in East Africa and is projected to decelerate to
2,5% in Southern Africa in 2022 due to diminished fiscal
stimuli.

↑

↑

Consequently, the outlook appears less than ideal, as
Africa's low COVID-19 vaccination rollout, persistent
sovereign debt vulnerabilities, high debt levels, and
climate and environmental concerns remain the main
threats to long-term growth prospects. In addition,
disruptions to global trade and supply chains — primarily
in agricultural, fertiliser, and energy sectors — following
the Ukrainian war and the accompanying sanctions on
trade with Russia have tilted the balance of risks to
Africa's economic outlook to the downside.
The report, along with other resources on customs and
trade-related issues in the region, is available on the
RPSG's website.

AfCFTA: Uptake and
Challenges
On Thursday, 25 August, the WCO ESA RPSG
hosted their 14th webinar, "AfCFTA: Uptake and
Challenges". The event was headlined by two
distinguished speakers, Mohamed Ali, Director
of Trade in Goods and Competition of the
AfCFTA Secretariat, and Trudi Hartzenberg,
Executive Director of the Trade Law Centre.
The webinar was attended by a total of 235
unique viewers.
During the event, several poll questions yielded
fascinating results. Some highlights include that
45% believed that the AfCFTA would increase
intra-African trade to between 20-30%, and 31%
think that it will increase to 30-40%, compared
to the current figure of 14%. Despite some
optimism in the group, 24% of attendees said
there is insufficient information on the AfCFTA.
Lastly, on a more positive note, 84% of
attendees believed that SMMEs would benefit
from the AfCFTA, which is vital considering that
the vast majority of trade in Africa is informal
and takes place between small entities.
The webinar was recorded and is accessible on
the RPSG's website and YouTube channel.
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SARS:
Monthly Update
Online platforms to assist with P&R and other SARS
related issues
SARS administers certain prohibitions or restrictions in
terms of section 113(8)(a) of the Customs and Excise Act,
1964 on behalf of several government departments,
institutions or bodies (including NRCS, SARB and DAFF).
Prohibitions and restrictions are not limited to goods
carried by travellers, but are applicable to all modes of
transport (road, rail, air, sea, post or other). This means
that products subject to any prohibitions or restrictions
will be subject to those no matter in what form of
package or packaging they are imported or exported.
SAAFF remains committed to adding value to our
members' business and remain steadfast in our efforts to
improve trade facilitation whilst ensuring the highest
levels of compliance. We actively encourage members to
log any issues experienced with SARS or any OGA on our
online portal, which provides us with visibility and insights
into the challenges you face. This will allow us to adopt
more effective and efficient solutions, working
collaboratively with SARS and the relevant OGAs.

In our continued efforts to avoid incorrect OGA
detentions and develop the data integrity of the P&R
index, we launched an online P&R issue experienced
portal earlier in the year to actively support our efforts in
escalating incorrect detentions / inaccurate information to
SARS. In collaboration with the respective OGA and have
thus established a good working relationship with the
SARS Product & Process team whom we engage with
frequently to update any incorrectly reflected information
on the P&R index, impacting the SARS risk engine. We
encourage you to continue logging any incorrect detention
experienced on our online portal.
We therefore encourage members to log any incorrect
detention or P&R index issue or SARS-related issues via
our various online platforms to allow us to escalate the
submission on your behalf, as SARS equally rely on our
submissions to assist with the integrity development of
the P&R index and improving service delivery.

SAAFF makes excellent progress
and new in-roads with SARS
through CENOSF
The SAAFF Secretariat was praised for their
presentation at the last CENOSF meeting on 26 August
2022. SAAFF delivered a presentation titled: South
Africa Inc: Operationalisation of the Trade
Facilitation Index through research and design. The
presentation was inspired by the Trade Facilitation
Index presentation shared by Executive for Cross
Border Coordination Mr Lucky Molefe at the CENOSF
on 29 July 2022. SARS and members of the forum were
impressed by the strategic content put forward by
SAAFF and thus invited the SAAFF SARS and OGA
National Working Group to progress a modernisation
and trade facilitation index platform to enhance the
measurement of trade facilitation and further cocreate efficiencies in the front line and transactional
risk.
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Other Government Agencies:
Monthly Update
State Vet KZN:
Modernising processes
SAAFF received several queries regarding delays in the
processing
of
documentary
detentions
and
consequent inspections to release cargo for
inspection. The SAAFF National SARS and OGA
working group acted swiftly to remediate the
challenge by exploring workable mechanisms and cocreated implementable solutions. By engaging with
the senior management at State Vet KZN and Head
Office, we have been able to facilitate a seamless
movement of regulated commodities through the
supply chain whilst still maintaining the highest levels
of compliance.

A new SARS and OGA Project:
CMP Strategic to Operational
The SAAFF National SARS and OGA working group have
taken on the Customs Modernisation Project Matrix.
The aim is to proactively engage with SARS on the
envisioned release packages as proposed in their road
map slide, shared at the CENSSF in April 2022. SAAFF
has decided to take a hands-on approach and link
operational action items to the SARS strategic objectives
and enhance the traction of our requests to ensure the
creation of compliance and simultaneous legitimate
trade facilitation as opposed to a correction thereof.
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Authorised Economic
Operator Pilot Project
Monthly Progress Update

Important Dates

SAAFF is delighted to inform our members that
applications were received from some role-players in
the extended supply chain. These applications were
processed and forwarded to SARS.
Regular engagements are taking place with the pilot
project participants and SARS. The engagements are
to establish a solid foundation for the pilot and to
ensure effective communication lines are in place to
inform, update, educate, discuss concepts, identify
areas requiring viable solutions and promote best
practices.
SAAFF members are encouraged to apply for the
programme and ideally encourage all business
partners to be AEO accredited. If you require any
information about the AEO programmes, please
contact: rsingh@saaff.org.za.

Gauteng

KwaZulu-Natal
13 September - KZN Chapter Meeting
07 October

06 October

- Golf Day

- Gauteng Chapter Meeting

Eastern Cape
13 September - Eastern Cape Chapter Meeting
14-15 September - Export Symposium
27 October

- Golf Day

Western Cape
13 September - Western Cape Exco Meeting
Training
12-15 September - International Trade
26-28 September - Incoterms
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Another successful
SAAFF Charity Golf Day
SAAFF’s annual golf day in support of the San Michele
home for intellectually and physically challenged
people took place on 25 August 2022 at the Benoni
Country Club.
San Michele serves the whole community by providing
an essential non-denominational home with
professional care as well as a family environment. San
Michele opened its doors for the first time in 1945,
caring for six intellectually disabled children. Today, 76
years later, they are proud to be able to provide a
home for 192 permanent residents.
A registered Section 21 Company No. 30394167, San
Michele, has been approved as a Public Benefit
Organisation in terms of Section 30 of the Income Tax
Act and donations are tax deductible in accordance
with section 18A of the Act.

Most festive trophy winner:
SACO CFR

4-ball alliance trophy was winner:
Sivgan Logistics with a combined
11
score of 98

